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AbstraCt.

This paper deals with several models for the calculatiori of the yearly attainable landings of stern freezer
trawlers, using technical input variables like the volume of the fishholds and the freezing rate and
operational variables like a continuity factor for the process of freezing blocks of fish, a factor
describing the stowage of the cargo in the holds, the durationof the voyage to and from the fishing
grounds and the amount of days the vessel is in port for unloading the cargo and for maintenance and
repair.. . . '. .."
The process of filling the boat is modelIed as a continuous now. determined by the
freezing operatiori. The process of searching the fish and capturing the fish with a trawl is not
described. It is assumed, that through the use of adequate buffer storage these processes may be
separated and treated indepently.Theeffect of the different variables on the totallandings attainable is
analysed. A sensitivity analysis indicates, that the capacity and continuity of the freezing process are the
most important variables followed by the. volume of the fishholds and the fillingcoefficient of these
holds. The time lost at steaming and in port are also important, but to a lesser degree. No atterript has

A been undertaken to find the optimum values, as these depend on econorriic criteria, that still have tobe
.. worked out. It should be emphasised, that the figures given are theoretical ones, not validated yet by a

comparison with tme figures of landings obtained over a year. The models are aimed to
determine the relative inOuence of the 11lajor parameters and not to predict actual
annual catches. Further study is needed to develop a model, that can be used to quantify and predict
fishing operations of new vessels in the preliminary stage of design.

1. Introduction.
The problem of matchirig fleet capacities to existing quota regimes is of growing importance. It is
generally accepted, that over-capacityexists in many fisheries. Todays fishennen irre confrontedwith a
vast set of mIes and regulations, ranging from operational restrictioris like allo\ved days at sea, to
technical constraints like mesh or even gear size and towing power restrictions. In many mixed species
fisheries additional requirements on the amount of by-catch are given. Administrative requirements also
grow rapidly arid so are inspections by national and international authorities. In this complex situation a
fisherman still has to find his way to make a living.. .'

• The design and operation of fishing vessels must therefore be aimed at an optimal economic
performance within these coristraints. The fishing industry responds to this situation by puttirig more
emphasis on landing a product of ahigher value by iniproving the quality or further refinements on
board and by constantly aiming at a decrease in operational costs. In the Dutch trawler fishery this leads
to an increase in ship dimerisions. The vessels are probably not designed for a fishing operation alone.
They can also be put into frcezing fish and transportation service.

2. Vessel type ami charactedstics.
TADLE 1 summarizes the priricipal dimensions and technical data of stemtrawlers added to the Dutch
fleet since 1980.
The essential characteristics of this type of vessel are :

Two decks.
Superstructure and machinery room placed aft.

- Closed stern without a ramp.
- A relatively short deck for gear handling.
- Two independent net drums.
- A number of rcfrigiratoo seawater storage tanks bcIow the gear handling deck.
- A large battery of pInte freezers.
- A number of largc insulated fishholds.
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A few examples are given in Figures 1 and 2 on th6 next pages :
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Figure 1 Example cif a Dutch stern freezer trawler, desfgned in 1980.
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Figtire 2 : Dutch stern freezer trawler, buHt in 1984;

3 ~ Trends in vessel design. .
Most significant arelhe raise in fishhold volume, along with the principal ship dimensions, the raise in
freezing capacity and instalIed power of the main engines. SimiIarly the size of midwater trawls has
grown rapidly over the last decade. This trend has been magnified by the increase in mesh size iri this
type of net from 20 cm. at the begirining to 28.80 m. today. Some net designers expect the 10000

Aneshes (of20 em.) circumference trawl within the next couple ofyears.[4] ..
~he latest developments are the use of pallets when stowing frozen blocks of fish, a reductiori iri the size

of the packing unit with horizontal plate freezers and the growing use offilleting machines. Unloading
procedures, done with conveyor beits by hand for many years, are recently ehanged as weIl. The most
modem ships have a large door in the side through which forktrucksean unloadthe vesseI. This
procedure implies storage on pallets. Apparently the speed of operation has been given higher priority
over cargo space. Personnel costs will also be lower with less manuallabour.
The quality of the landed fish has recently been improved in some baats by pumping the fish direcrly
from the RS\V-stornge tanks to the plate freezers, without the former iritermediate storage in a fish bin.
Using this bin caused the fish to warm up after beiing eooled down in the tanks and prior to the freezing
process. This implied a waste of energy and unneccessary deterioration ofthe fish quality. The use of
fish pumps to transfer fish from the eod-endofthe trawl to the RS\V-timks has been tried in commercial
practise several times, but did not breakthrough has resulted in the Duteh fisheries due to handling
difficulties. The tniditional method using a halfing hecket and the lazy decky.and repeilting the filling of
the eod-end and heaving onboard is still commonly used. This method is lied to the closed stern
constIuction and is aimed at higher quality by reducing the load on the fish while h~lUling in. Another
result is the relatively light construction of the trawls. Orie recently built trawler, the "Tetman Heue"
(KW-20) is equipped with astern ramp, but also allows the traditional hauling procedure.
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4 • Performance Models.

4.1 ßackground.. . .
Models of trawler operations and corresponding economic performance can become very complex~

Detailed simulation models date back from as early as 1968.The modeldescribed here predicts the merits
of the economies of scale, leading to best performance for the largests units.[l] .
The processof catching fish has been studied and described by mahy scientists. Trost [2] and Förster
[3] found the input process of Markovian type, a specific type of stochastic prricesses for which the state
at any time depends onlyon the previous state and not on the sequence of states before that. In other
words the process has no memory, or given the present state, the future of the system can be predicted.
The arrival of m schools of fish in the region of a net within the time interval t can be describ~d by a
Poisson Process. The probability density function for this type of process follows from :

The time between events is negative-exponentially distributed with mean and variance equal to lIAt.
The time-interval between arrivals of schools can be described with the negative-exponential
distribution P(t), a distribution tied to the Poisson process. This impIies, that these arrivals should be
independent of one another. These characteristics are vital in modelling the complete process of search
and capture, for which a digital simulation model is yet being made at RIVO.
More simple deterministic models can be used to appraise the influence of the major parameters on the
landing capacity of stern trawlers. This serves as an aid to the simulation model. Parameters of lesser
influence can be left out or simplified.

The problem in general can be defined as to determine the innuence of the design variables
on the overall economic operational performance.

(At)111
P(X(t) =111) = . e -At

111!
; with P(t) = 1 - e -At

•

A further extension will be to find the optimum set of decision variables, which will not be dealt with in .
this paper.

Avesselowner will be interested in questions like :

- How big should the boat be?
- How many plate freczers should be instalIed?
- \Vhat engine power should be taken?
- How big should the fuel oil tanks be?
- \Vhat is the influence of the distance to the fishing grounds on the lariding capacity?

What is the influence of the duration of the period in port?
- How critical is a continuous operation of the freczing plant?
- \Vhich configuration will lead to maximum profits for the trawling company?

whereas afislzeries manager may be interested in questions like :

- What level of effort in terms of number of boats, their size and power will lead 10 a stable
exploitation, with maximum benefits to the fishing community or society as a whole of a particular
fish stock? . .

- What size of net or meshsize used Will ensure a stable exploitation patter:n?

A combined question with both views in iriirid could be like :

Givcn certain Iimiting regulations in terms of fishing time, total landings allowed, fishing areas,
safety regulations, limitations to the dimensions of fishing gear etc., what will then be the optimum
vessel and configuration?

•
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4.2. Description of the first model. . .
In the EXCEL-spreadsheet programme, running on a Macintosh persorial computer the following model
has been set up with the next variables, refered to as ßeetcapmodel. The complete set of formulae is
given in the appendix ßeetcapmodeltext. .
The table below gives the major variables and the value range:

yariable .u.nit raIne ränee:

fisholdcap(acit)r) in3 5000 to 10000 step 500

freezing rate tori/24 hrs 100 io 500 step 25

pack unit vol m3 0.02916

unit pack weight kgf 22.0 and 23.5

fJllingcoeff(icient) % 0.5 ta 1.0 step 0.1

• steaming time days 3,6, 12

portdelay days 5, 7, 10

workdaytotal days 355

noworkdays days 10

freezingpercenw.ge % 0.5 to 1.0 step 0.1

This model is a deterministic straightforward calculation method to estimate the total landings of a
vessel of given technical and operational characteristics. Any variability in catches or stochastic elements
are not considered. . .
The basic premise is timt the skipper of the trawler manages to keep the freezing plant
in continuous operation all the time. .
In the real worid situation this will not always be the case, but the buffer storage space of the RS\V
tanks will not cause a strong deviation from this premise. It is unrealistic to assume a 100% operation

•
and not to allow for disturbarices. To model the overalleffect the variable freezingpercentage has
been introduced. A 90 % value describes the situation where the freezers are in operation 90 % of the
time.
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Multiplication of this stowfactor wIth the fishhoidciipacity ör tishhoIdvoIume le~cis to the total weight of
the cargo (eargoweight): . .

eargoweight = fisholdcap * stowfaetor

Another point of certainty is the total amoimt of workdays per Year. 106 vesseIs go to sea on the i-öd of
January mostly and will at the Iatest be back in port from their last trip a few days before Christinas.
These defuiite mys of imictivity are given in the variable rioworkda~'s. .
Tbe distribution of days at sea and days iri port for unloading and repair aiid riiiüntenance depend on the
amount of trips ahoat will uridertake duririg the yeai.

Fishirig trips follow a eyclie pattern. The vessei has to stearri to the fishing gfounds, starts fishing onee
arrived at a suitabIe spot arid will continue to fish either at the same spot or wheri eatehes drop at another
position. \Vhen her holds are adequately filled, the boat will return to the horne port to unload. This
sequenee inay be interiupted for several reasons like waiting for weather improvement (dodging),
shifting to other grounds where cateh rates are assumed to be higher, aiming at other täiget species when
market priees are unfavourable or quotas nearly reachoo. Even a stop of the fishing operation to buy fish e
and freere it without having to eateh it (klondyking) may be a profitable strategy. All these possible
interruptions are not taken into account in this model, but the effect eari be presented by changing the
freezing percentage and determining the influenee of this variable.

In anormal fishing operation the time to fill the fishhoIds ean be ealeulated as folIows:

holdfillingtime = ROUND(eargoweight I (freezing_rate ,je freezingpereentage) ; 0 )
, , ,>,

The time unit in this model is a day of 24 hours. Other units may be considered. Iri fact this is done later
in the second and the third model. \Vith an assumption of the time needed to reaeh the fishing grourids
and to travelbaek to the home'portthe total duration.ofa fishing trip follows from: .

trip duraiion =steaming_time -+- holciflIlingtfriie

The total amount of fishing trips to be made per year follows from :

tripnumber =ROUND(workdaytotal I (irip_duration -+- port_delay) ;.0 )
where port delay siands for the amount of days after each trlp neeessary to imload the fish and refit •
the vessel föi- the next trip.
Maintenaince and repair jobs are mostly done in this short interval. The effeet of port delays ean be
determined by variation of the variable port_delay. As this number must be an integer value, the
EXCEL-function ROUND(••) is used to round the number to the wh61e integer.
This means, that a value of 12.4 will beeome 12 and 12.5 andup will beeome 13.
This feature of the model introduces a deviation from reality. In a seeond version a better
formulation has been found. The total amount of frozen fish landed per year eari be determiried from :

landingsl = tripnlJml>er * erirgoweight

Any over- or uriderestirriate of the number of trips per year will eause a deviation in the landings.

4.3 Model verifieation.
A verified model is one timt behaves as intended by its designer.
The simplest method is to vary the input data and look at the result on the .output and interrriediate
values. In our ease negative numbers of fishing trips or negative landings would imply eITors in the
formulation of the model. Such eITors are clear to recognise and may be due to simple mistakes. It is
more difficult to detect eITors, that are not so obvious. Generally the process of model verification is a
continuous one, every new alteration should also be verified.
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4.4 Model vaÜdation.
A vaIi~ated ,model. iso one that has been proven to be a reasonable descriptiori or the
real worid. system It IS meant to represent. . ,
A usual technique of validation is tri use existing historical data and compare triodeI results ",ith the
outcome of the real system over that period. In this case the model would be valid if landings reported
by existing vessels would be of similar magnitude. A problem is, that this model does not describe the
actual operations of fishing vessels~ but only will give possible values of landings, depending on
assumptions about the operational profile. Their may be many reasons, that a real ship does not come up
with similar numbers, Iike a forced period of inactivitY.
Future models wiII be aimed rit a more precise description or the real world systein.
Like the verification of a model, its validation is an iterative activity, coming back in the different phases
of development. .

4.5 Developillent or rcfinements to the first model.
The first model, using formula landingsl can not be regarded as very realistic as broken values are
rounded off to integers. The effect of this can be seen in Figure 5 where for same combinations of

• fishhold volume an~ freezing rate the yearly landings are decli~ing against ones expectation. This is not
a valid respresentauon of the real system. The formula landmgs2 has therefore been introduced as
folIows: (see Ocetcapmodeltext) ,

landings2 = integerpart_tripnr * cargmveight .+- restlanding

By working out a restlandirig and assuming an equal durntion of the fishing trips for the majority of
the year a better value will be obtained.

restlanding = MIN({shorttripdays - steanling time)
* freezing_rate * freezingpercentage ; caq~oweighi)

The durntion of the last trip before the end of the year is given in the variable sliorttripdays as folIows:

shorttripdays =\\'orkdaytotal - integerpart_tripnr * (trip_duration + port_delay)

Ir a year is taken as 365 days and an amount of days is assumed for the boat to be inactive,
(noworkdays = 10), the total amount of workdays can be found from substraction: ( in this case 355
days)

• ' ,rorkdaj'total = )'eartotaldays - no\vorkdays.

\\Then the number of days left fOf the last trip is very small however, it is not realistic to assume that the
boat will go out to sea. In normal practise one will attempt to extcrid the last trip and bring along some
more cargo. This is not modclled herc.

To see the effect of the formula landings,l the real-value of tripnumber has been worked out in :

tripllUmber_uric =\vorkdaytotal I (trip_duration + port_delay)

and the integer part in :

integerpart tripnr = Ii~T{\vorkdaytotal I (trip_duration + port_delay»

Thc number of days spend at sea and in port follow from:

seadays = integerpart tripnr * trip durrition + shorttripdays
portdays = integerpart_tripnr * port_delay' + rlO\\'orkdays
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Figures 3 and 4 depict the amount of fish to be landed on the basis of formula landings2 for several
values of the freezing rate, varying from 100 tons/day to 425 tons/day and a fishholdvolume ranging
from 5000 up to 10000 m3. The results suggest some combinations to be less favourable than
others. A further investigation proves. this being caused by rounding off errors in the
formula and by negative values that occured for the restlanding.

flg.:3 Yearly landlngs2 as functlon of flshhold volume and freezlng rate.
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flg.:4 Yearly landlngs2 as functlon of flshhold volume and freezlng rate. •
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When working with the fonnula landings2 the dependency of the total yearly Iandings on the fishhold
volume and the freezing rate becomes more smoothed without the downward slopes found in Figure 5
with landingsl. as can be seen in Figure 6. .
Tbe effect of increasing the freezing rate seems to be stronger than the one resulting from increasing the
fishhold volume, especially at the lower freezing rates. At the high rates an increase in fishhold volume
leads to substantial rises in yearly landings.

fig.: 5 Vearly landingcapacity(1) of stern freezer trawlers
Upw =22.0 kgf. Steaming time =3 days

Port delay = 7 days
Holdfilling =80 % Freezing =90 %
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fig.: 6 Vearly landingcapacity(2) of stern freezer trawlers
Upw =22.0 kgf. Steaming time =3 days

Port delay = 7 days
Holdfilling = 80 % Freezing =90 %
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Figures 7, 8 and 9 depict the dependency of the totallandings2 per year on the fillingcoefficient of the
fishhold and the freezing percentage, which is a measure of the continuity of the process. 100% means "
the freezers are in operation all of the time and 50% means half the time.
A standard case has been chosen with 6500 m3 holdvolume, 3 days of steaming time and 7 days ofport·
delay after each voyage. The influence becomes stronger with rising freezing-rate values.

fig.: 7 Dependency of total landings per year of fillingcoefficien
with operational % of freezing

holdcap: 6500 m3i freezing rate: 150 t/day; Upw: 22 kgf.
steaming time: 3d; port delay: 7d.
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fig.: 8 Dependency of total landings per year of fillingcoefficien
with operational % of freezing

holdcap: 6500 m3i freezing rate: 250 t/day; Upw: 22 kgf.
steaming time: 3d; port delay: 7d. •
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fig.: 9 Dependency of total landlngs per year of filllngcoefficlen
wlth operational % of freezlng

holdcap: 6500 m3i freezlng rate: 350 tldaYi Upw: 22 kgf.
steamlng time: 3di port delay: 7d.
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The cffeet of a ehange in the fisholdcapacity ean be seen from Figures 9 and 10. Figure 9 gives the total
attainable landings for the case with 6500 m3 fishholds and Figure 10 for 4000 m3. The values drop
substantially, caused by the greater number of trips in the last case with more time lost in traveIIing to
and from the fishing grounds. The differences, dependent on the freezingpercentage, dec1ine with a
smaller holdvolume. .

fig.: 10 Dependency of total landings2 per year of fillingcoefficient will
operational % of freezing

holdcap: 4000 m3; freezing rate: 350 t/daYi Upw: 22 kgf.
steaming time: 3d; port delay: 7d.
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The effect of changing the steaming time and the port delay can be seen in Figure lla. Of course more
delay means a reduction in the totallanding capacity, hut this effect is strongest when steaming short
distances. The steaming time has a dramatic influence, especially when the port delay times are low.
Three days of added steaming time per trip cause a decrease of appr. 10000 tons with port delays of one
weck.
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Apparently the time factor is of crucial importance which is easy to understand.
Port delays and steaming are inproductive in tenns of fishing.
Notable is the zig-zagging behaviour of the curves in the region of Ionger voyages. In some cases a
longer delay in port leads to higher landings, a feature of the model that seems contradictory to the .
expectation.

fig.: 11a Yearly landings2 of stern freezer trawlers as a function of
steaming time and port delay. (restlanding not cut off below 0)
Holdcap = 6500 m3; freezing rate = 350 tlday; Upw = 22.0 kgf.
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fig.11b : Yearly landings2 of stern freezer trawlers as a function of
steaming time and port delay.
Holdcap = 6500 m3; freezing rate = 350 t/day; Upw = 22.0 kgf.
80 % Holdfilling; 90 % Freezing
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A closer look at the fonnula for the restlanding reveals the answer to this problem.

restlanding = MIN«shorttripdays - steaming_tinü~)
* freezing_rate * freezingpercentage ; cargoweight)

when the steaming time needed is longer than the amount of days left for another trip the restlanding
becomes negative, which of course is highly unfeasible.
Th6 following fonnula cl;lts the restlanding off to 0 in this case:

restlanding =MAX( 0 ; (MIN«shorttripdays - steaming time)
* freezing_rate * freezingpercentage ; cargoweight»)

This is a more realistic behaviour of the model. In these eases the vessel eould not even get to the fishing
grounds and return, !et alone do some fishing. .
The result of this smoothing can be seen in Figure 11b on the previous page, where especially for the
longer voyages a better picture is obtained.

4.6 Sensitivit:r Analysis.
A sensitivity study on the variables has been undertaken for several cases. The results are given in
TABLE 2 : Fleetcapmod.var.89.
The purpose of this approach is to determine the variables with the strongest influenee.
For case A with a freezing rate of 350 tons/day the effeet of a 10% increase in the freezing rate and the
freezing percentage seem to have the strongest effeet. Tbe times needed for steaming and port delay play .
a lesser role with such a minor increase, but these may easily rise to higher levels. Tbe fisholdcapacity
and the fIlIingeoefficient have an influenee in between. However this pieture does not result for ease B
with a freezing rate of 250 tons/day, a fact that indicates eaution when generalising such a conclusion.
\Vhen using a rate of 150 tons/day (case Cl, the same tendency as found for the first case appears. This
result is odd and could have been an effeet of the fonnulation of the model and not represent a physical
phenomena. It appeared to be the case, that favourable and unfavourable combinations of freezing rate
and fishhold volume would exist.
Rounding off to full days of 24 hours maynot be very precise. A way to find out is to alter the model to
a smaller time-unit, leading to smaller rounding off eITors.

4. 7 Development of the second model.
The model has been converted to hours instead of days as the time-unit. The fonnulae are
given in the appendix FLEETCAPl\10D.89.TEXT. Figure 12 shows the attainable landings, when
ealculated on an hourly basis. Some of the ripples of Figure 6 have been smoothed, but the overall effect
is rather smalI. The curves in Figure 12 show a more regular pattern. The suggestion of unfavourable
combinations of fishhold volume and freezing rate does not seem to hold ground, hut may he interpreted
as a feature of the previous model. .
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fig.: 12 Yearty tandingcapacity(3) of stern freezer trawlers.
Upw = 22.0 kgf. Steaming time = 3 days

Port delay = 7 days
Holdfilling =80 % Freezing =90 %
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4.8 Development of the third model.
When studying the second model more carefully it was found, that a raise in unit pack weight causes the
holdfillingtime to increase, due to the higher stowfactor and therefore the increased cargoweight. The
result is that the number oftrips declines. The explanation of this behaviour is that the filling is done
according to weight and not according to volume by working out the fillingtime as a function of the
freezing rate in tons per day. 111is is only realistic if a heavier fish species leads to a longer time needed
to freeze the blocks of fish. .
A third model boatmodel3.89 has therefore been worked out with a hoidfilling by volume instead of
by weight and with a time unit of one hour to avoid rounding off errors. Several new variables are
introduced like:

nr. of freezers, nr of freezerstations, freezer cycletime

The freezing rate is no longer an input variable, but will follow from :

freezing hourrate = frostcapacity * nr of freezers

with in tons per hour per freczcr :

frostcapacity =charges per day * chargeweight I 24

where

charges per day = ROUND(24 I freezer cycletime ; 0 )

chargeweight =nr of freezerstations * unit pack weight I 1000

The number of packs delivered to the conveyor beIts of the vesse1 per unit of time follow from :

packing capacity = ur of freezerstations * (charges per day I 24) * nr of freezers
* freezingpercentage

•
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Depending on the fJllingcoefficient of the holds, the total number of packs in the cargo are determined
by:

totalpacknumber =cargovolume I pack unit volume

Tbe time needed to flll the flshholds can easily be calcuIated from:

holdfillingshours = ROUND(totalpacknumber I packing eapacity 0)

(If the time unh is taken as one hour, we can round off.)

Instead of restlanding the new variable restpacks has been introduced, ~ollowing from:

rcstpacks = MIN(totalpacknumber ; l\fAX( 0 ; (shorttriphours - stcaming hours)
* packing capacity»

The function MAX ensures, that no negative values occur, which is of course nonsense, while MIN
makes sure that the number of restpacks cannot exceed the total number that could be loaded in thee fishholds, the totalpacknumber.

A restlanding can be worked out from:

rcstlanding = MAX( 0 ; (MIN«shorttriphours - stcaming hours) *
freezing_hourrate * freezingpercentage;cargoweight»)

or from, leading to the same result :

rcstlanding = MAX( 0 ; (MIN(restpacks) * (unit pack weight I 1000);
cargowcight»)

This fonnula compares the restpacks, converted to a weight with the cargoweight attainable and picks
out the total cargoweight if the restlanding may exceed this. In other words the last trip is broken off
when the holds are filled.
Filling is done by volume units, namely volume of packs, and not by weight in this
modcl.

. The total attainable landings per year follow from, as before :•
This formula can be compared to another, leading to the same amount of tons per year, but based on the
total number of packs frozen over a whole year.
By working out the amount of packs of the normal trips as:

trippacks =integcrpart_tripnr * totalpacknumber

and adding to the amount of packs frozen in the last trip, the restpacks, we find:

yearlypacks = trippacks + restpacks

This model has been compared with the previous ones and leads to slightly different answers. Tbe
complete model with all the formulae is given in boatmodeI3.89.formulae.. Duc to rounding off the
amount of shorttripdays may differ substantially, however. It is thcrefore essential to work wifh
an accurate timc-unit and hours is dcfinitcly bcUcr than days.
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The total amount of packs landed over a year is given in Figure 13 and 14 dependent of the amount of· '
plate freezers instalied and the total volume of the fishholds, for a freezingrate of 90 % and a
fillingcoefficient of 80 % and two different values for the steaming time necessary to reach the fishing .
grounds. The dependency of the landings of the number of plate freezers instalied is slightly less than
linear .

Flg.:13 Total yearly packs landed as a functlon of
the number of plate freezers Installed.

6 d. steamlng, 5 d. In port, U.p.w.= 23.5 kgf.
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Flg.:14 Total yearly packs landed as a functlon of
the number of plate freezers Installed.
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5. Conclusions.
The study is not completely finished and will be continued. From the models given it can be
deducted, that the freezing rate with the freezing percentage and the holdvolume with the
fillingcoefficient are the most significant variables, followed by the steaming time and the port delay.
The answer to the question what the most economical solution is to catch a certain
restricted amount of fish cannot be given from these models. For this purpose, additions
are needed with economic variables and it is intended to follow this line. A second improvement will be
the introduction of stochastic elements in the model. as fishery is a strongly fluctuating operation. The
trend in continuous growth in the scale of fishing vessels and gears clearly leads to augmented attainable
Iandings per year and the future chaIlenge will be to dctermine the most cconomical effort
input, timt ensures long term stability without fish stock deplction. '
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TABLE 2 : RESULTS OF SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS.

case A

Fleetcapmod.var.89

variable name standard added 10 % landinas1 % arowth landlnas2 %' arowth
fisholdcap 6500 7150 56102 2.14% 56102 2.14%
freezina rate 350 385 58848 7.14% 58848 7.14%
freezina percentaae 0.9 0.99 58848 7:14% 58848 7.14%_
unit pack weiaht 22 22.4 55923 1.82% 55394 0.85%
fillinacoeff 0.8 0.88 56102 2.14% 56102 2.14%
steamina time 6 6.6 54925- 0.00% 54925 0.00%
port - delav 7 7.7 54925 0.00% 54925 0.00%
noworkdavs - 10 1 1- 54925 0.00% 54925 0.00%

I landinas 1 54925

case B
variable name standard - added-10 % landinas1 % arowth' landinas2 % arowth
fisholdcap 6500 7150 47471 0.83% 47471 0.83%
freezing' rate 250 275 47078 0.00% 47326 0.53%
f reezing percentaae 0.9 0.99- 47078 0.00% 47326 0.53%
unit pack' weiaht 22 22.4 43940 - 6.67% 45740 -2.84%
fillinqcoeff 0.8 0.88 47471 0.83% 47471 - 0.83%,
steaminQ - time 6 6.6 47078 0.00% 45810 -2.69%
·port delav 7 7.7 47078 0.00% 45698 -2.93%
noworkdavs 1 0 1 1 47078- 0.00% 47078 0.00%

I landinas 1 47078

case C
variable name standard added-10 % landinas1" % Qrowth'· landinQs2' % arowth
fisholdcap 6500 7150 34524 10.00% 34524' 4: 18%
freezina rate 150 165 35309 12.50% 35309 6.54%
freezin apercentaqe 0.9 0.99 35309 12.50% 35309' 6.54%
unit pack weiqht 22 22.4 31956 1.82% 32631 -1.54%
fillinQcoeff 0.8 0.88 34524 10:00% 34524 4.18%
steaminQ - time 6 6.6 31385 0.00% 32411 -2.20%-
port delav 7 7.1' 31385 0.00% 32384 -2.28%"
noworkdavs 1 0 1 1 31385 0.00% 33005 -0.41%

I landinas 1 31385

« e.



Shlps d~ta stern treezer trawlers: 2/17/89

sterntrawlerdata

shlps 10 vear GT NT BRT L o.a. crew L P.P. B GK
SCIl·l06 1980 365 842 67.05 27 59.56 12.5 ?
SCIl·171A 1981 415.44 956.49 7t .25 25 63.76 12.5 5.44
SCIl-33 1981 936.55 422.06 71.25 26 63.76 12.5
KW-170 1981 483.4 1079.4 71 29 63.8 13.25
KW·74 1982 567.73 1178.5 78.2 26 73.35 13.25
KW·80 ' 1982 567.73 1178.5 78.22 26 71· 13.27 .,

SCH-303 1982 485.77 1063.73 77.25 25 69.6 12.5 5.87
KW-174 1983 3019 1269 I 95.18 , 88.17 14.5
SCIl ·72 1983 2610 1148 88.13 27 81.5 14 6.45
SCH-6 1984 2625 88.1 ? ? 14 ?
SCH-24 1984 ? ? ? 93.9 27 86.22 15 ?
SCH·123 1984 3113 94 ? 86.22 15 6.75
VL·70 1985 97.75 32 90.31 14.5
KW·32 1986 2624 996 90.2 32 83 13.5
SCH-21 1987 101.71 30 93.89 15
SCH·17lO 1988 113.97 39 107.71 17
KW-20 1988 94 35 85 15.9

'. .
shlps 10 T max. T deslqn o UDD deck o fish deck motor tVDe Drop. Cf prop. type HP Inst kW Inst

SCIl·106 4.75 4.75 8 4.95 MaK 8M 453 AK 2.8 nrn3 2800 2060
SCIl-171A 5.37 5.37 8 4.95 Deutz SOV 6M 540 2.8 BERG 710H4 3600 2647
SCH-33 5.23 8 4.95 MaK 8M 453 AK 2.55 3200 2355
KW·170 5.15 5.13 8.35 5.2 MaK SßV 9M 453 2.8 SEfHE 3600 2700

,.. KW·74 8.35 5.2 SWD 6 TM 410 3 ßERG 800H4 4000 2940
KW·80 5.15 8.35 5.2 SWD 6 TM 410 3 BERG 8OOH4 4000 2940

CH·303 5.37 5.37 8 5.5 Deutz SBV 6M 540 2.8 OERG? 3600 2647
KW·174 5.28 8.6 5.4 MaK S8V 6M 551 4350 3200
SCIl ·72 6.108 5,8 9 6.2 Deutz SBV 8M 540 3.2 BERG 9OOH4 4400 3236
SCH-6 6.1 ? 9 ? Deutz SBV 8M 540 3.2 BERG 9OOH4 4400 3236
SCH-24 6.1 5.8 9.4 6.2 MaK SßV 8M 551 3.4 OERG 9OOH4 5815 4268
SCH·123 6.1 5.8 9.4 MaK S8V 8M 551 3.4 ßERG 9OOH4 5800 4266
VL-70 5.6 ·9 5.8 DeutzSBV6M 3.6 SEFH.E 6662 4900
KW·32 5.15 8.35 5.2 SWD 6TM410 3 BERG 8ooH4 5058 3720
SCH-21 6.1 9.4 6.2 MaK 8M551 3.4 BERG 9OOH4 5803 4268
SCH-17113 7.06 10.2 7 Deutz SBV 16M 64 3.8 flERG 1140H4 9546 7021
KW·20 6.5 7.3 Sulzer 8ZA 40/48 4400 3236

shlps 10 V trIal V service d.w.t. lI11htshlp displacement nroD. rDIT V holds Vcooltanks 0.0.+ H.O
SCH·l06 13.5 1100 1303 2873 230 1490 100 445
SCH·171A 17.2 13.5 1258 1275 2515 202.6 1840 100 452.2
SCH-33 13.5 1258 230 1667 452.2
KW·170 ? 14 1550 205 1950 200 600
KW·74 14 1750 198 2550 225
KW·80 14 1750 198 2550 225 620
SCH-303 ? 13.5 1522 1360 2882 202.6 2098 150 555
KW·174 14 4300 225 854
SCH ·72 15.6 ? 2701 1862 4563 185 3150 280 679
SCH-6 ? ? ? ? ? 185 3040 262 ?
SCH-24 18 ? ? ? ? 175 3400 300 890

CH-123 ? ? 2757 2123 4880 3400 303 870
L·70 15 2250 4300 255 855

KW·32 2350 2950 235 755
SCH·21 18 3120 175 4456 300 994
SCH·171H 18 151.72 6500 505 1486
KW·20 3200

shlps 10 ballast nr. packs lreez. rate nr. frosters
SCIl·10G 145 ? 100 16
SCIl·171A 156 ? 100 1 G
SCIl·33 179.2 62000 100 16
KW·170 140 100 18
KW·74 135 125 20
KW·80 135 125 20
SCH·303 161 60000 122 20
KW-174 150
SCIl ·72 193 92000 165 26
SCIl-6 ? ? 155 26
SCIl·24 240 105000 175 29
SCIl·123 238 175 29
Vl·70 120000 220 35
KW·32 150 24
SCII-21 240 117000 175
SCII·171n 266 180000 253 33
KW-20 150

'"

TABtE I

.-

:



tleetcapmodeltext

INPUT VARIABLES:
f1sholdeap
freezlng rate
paek unlt vol
unlt paek welght
f1111 ng eoef( f1e lent)
ateamlng time
port delay
noworkdays
freezlngpereentage

FORMULAS:

trip duratIon
-steaming_time+holdfillingtime

holdfilllngtlme
=ROUN O(cargoweighU(freezing_rate·treezingpercentage) ;0)

landlngs 1
-tripnumber·cargoweight

landlngs 2
-integerpart_tripnr*cargoweightHestianding

restlandlng
-MAX(O;(MIN«shorUripdays-steaming_time)·treezing_rate·treezingpercentage;cargoweight))

trlpnumber
= RO UN O(workdaytotal/(trip_duration+porCdelay) ;0)

stowtaetor
=tillingcoeff*unit_pack_weight/(100o·pack_uniCvol)

trlpnumber
- RO UN O(workdaytotal/(trip_duration+porCdelay) :0)

eargowelght
-tisholdcap·stowtactor

workdaytotal
=365-noworkdays

trlpnumber une
-workdaytotal/(trip_duration+porCdelay)

Integerpart trlpnr
=INT(workdaytotall(trip_duration+port_delay))

shorttrlpdays
= workdaytotal-integerparCtripn r* (trip_duration+porCdelay)

seadays
=integerpart_tripnr·trip_duration+shorttripdays

portdays
=integerpart_tripnr·porCdelay+noworkdays

yeartotaldays
=seadays+portdays

•

•



FLEETCAPMOD.89.TEXT

INPUT VARIABLES
f1sholdcap
freezlng rate
freezlngpercentage
pack unlt vol
unlt pack welght
f11l1ngcoeff
ateamlng time
port delay
noworkhours
yeartotalhours

FORMULAS:

freezlng hourrate
-freezing_rate/24

landlngs 1
-tripnumber·cargoweight

trlpnumber
- ROUN D(workhourstotal/(trip_duration+port_delay_hours) ;0)

stowfactor
-fillingcoeff·unICpack_weighV(1000·pack_unicvol)

trlpnumber
-ROUND(workhourstotal/(trip_duration+porCdelay_hours) ;0)

eargowelght
-fisholdcap·stowfactor

workhourstotal
-8760-noworkhours

trlpnumber . une
-workhourstotal/(trip_duration+port_delaLhours)

steamlng hours
-steaming_time·24

port delay hours
-port_delay·24

trip duration
-steaming_hours+holdfiflinghours

e holdfllllnghours
- ROUN D(cargoweightl(freezing_hourrate·freezingpercentage) ;0)

landlngs 3
-integerpart_tripnr·cargoweight+restlanding

landlngs 1
.tripnumber·cargoweight

restlandlng
-MAX(O;(MIN«shorttriphours-steaming_hours)·treezing_hourrate·freezingpercentage;cargoweight»))

Integerpart trlpnr
• INT(workhourstotal/(trip_duration+porCdelay_hours) ),.
shorttrlphours
-workhourstotal-integerpart_tripnr·(trip_duration+port_delay_hours)

seahours
• integerpart_tripnr· tr ip_du ra ti0 n+shorttriphours

porthours
-integerpart_tripnr·port_delay+noworkhours

"



boalmodel~oa9010rmulae

JMODEL OF ATTAINABLE LANOINGS PER YEAR OF STERN FREEZER TRAWLERS.
sNOW()

CONSTANTS I
lek unit yolume

0.02i16

SHIP INPUT DATA

sNOW\)

unll ack wol hl
22

l-::ti";a'"h;;:o'::l.=d.=c.=a.o::p I.::n:.::r;:...:::O::.f~of7r.:;o.:;o~lo~r~s:-' ~

"'",6.::S.::0.::0 ,.;:,4.::0_~-·------ -'

OPERAnONAL INPUT DATA :
I~toamlng li~

flllin coofllclonl
0.7

CALCULATED OUANnneS I
froetin rate

slow!aclor

lotol acknumbor
_car ovOlume! aCk unl1 volume

ehar ea r da
.RaUND 241f'eeze, c clet",..e·O

ee.hOUf.
.Inte er art trr n,·trl . duration+shoruri naufS
.A40/24

tri duralIon

.A44124

landln s 1

tri acke
.lnt" el a'1 tri n"lotai aCknumber
.A51'unlt eCk wel hf/l000

.1

froelln orconto.
0.9

froetln hou,,.IO
.frostes aClt ·n, of freezers

car Oyolume
.Ii.holdca '11"m coefflcte"1

ackln ca acll
.nr of freezerstatlOns· ehar es er Cla /24 'Onr of freezers·freeZln aresnta e

aCk wel hf/l000

hOldflllln hours
.RaUND total acknurooert ackln ca aCI! 00
.836/24

orthours
.Inte er art tfl nr· orf dela nours+noworkhours
.840/24

tri number3
• Rau ND wO,kMOu,.totall tri durallon, ort dela !>ou,.·O

rel' lek.
.I.lIN tOlal aCknumbe'·... AX O' .ho"," MurS·Slea""n hOurs' aCkln ca aCI!

91rl leks
.trl acks+reSl ACkS
.851'unll aCk wel hl/lOOO

.'



nr of fr~ele-rsUtion.

40

f,OSfeo oell
.Char es er da 'Char ewe, hl124

eh er evolume
.nr of Ireezerstations' aCk unll vOlume

orl dela houro
• orl dela '24
.C36/24

eorlollihours
8760
• seahours. OrlhOurS /24

tri numbe,3 onc
.workMurstotall tri duratIon. ort dela Murs

restlandin 3
• MAX Q' MIN shorttri hours-steamln Murs 'Ireezln hourrale'lreezln ercenta e'car owei ht

useo

boalmodeI3.89.formulae

freeze, e eietime
3,5

ohorllrl hours
.workMurstotal-lnte er art Irl nr' tri duratIon. ort dela hours
.036/24

workhourstotsl
.8760·noworkhours

Inle er orl tri nr
.INT workhourstolall Irl duratlon. ort dela Murs

I_ndln s 3
.Inte er art tri nr'car owel htHestiandln 3

noworkhourl
-noworkda s'24
-E38/24

wo,kd_ lotsl
-040/24



boatmodel3.89

IMODEL OF ATTAINABLE lANDINGS PER YEAR OF STERN FREEZER TRAWLERS.
12-Apr-S9 11:18:58 AM

CONSTANTS:
ack unit volume
0.02916 m3

SHIP INPUT DATA
fisholdca
6500 m3

nr of freezers
24

nr of freezerstations
40

CALCULATED OPERATIONAl PRORLE •
steaminQ hours holdfillinQhours Dort delav hours shorttriphours noworkhours

72.0 hours 619.0 hours 168.0 hours 789.0 hours 240.0 hours
3.0 davs 25.8 davs 7.0 davs 32.9 davs 10.0 davs

seahours Dorthours veartotalhours workhourstotal I workdavtotal l
7008 hours 1752 hours 8760 hours 8520 hours I 355.0 davs l
292.0 davs 73.0 davs 365.0 davs

trip duration tripnumber3 I tripnumber3 une I inteaerpart tripnrl
691.0 hours 10 I 9.92 I 9 I

28.8 davs

•

-•

trippacks vearlvDacks
1404321 oacks 1560357 oacks

30895 ton 34328 ton

restlandin
3433 ton
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IMODEL OF AITAINABLE LANDINGS PER YEAR OF STERN FREEZER TRAWLERS.

40
nr of freezerstations

40
nr of freezers

6500 m3
fisholdca

0.02916 m3
ack unit volume

CONSTANTS:

SHIP INPUT DATA

I

I
!
r,
,

f
I

CALCULATED OPERATIONAL PROFILE'
steaming hours holdfillinahours port delav hours shorttriphours noworkhours

72.0 hours 372.0 hours 168.0 hours 564.0 hours 240.0 hours
3.0 days 15.5 days 7.0 days 23.5 days 10.0 days

• seahours porthours veartotalhours workhourstotal I workdavtotal I
6336 hours 2424 hours 8760 hours 8520 hours I 355.0 days I

I 264.0 days 101.0 davs 365.0 davs

trip duration trlpnumber3 I tripnumber3 une I integerpart tripnr I
444.0 hours 14 I 13.92 I 13 I

18.5 davs

restlandin
3433 ton

trippacks vearlypacks
2028464 packs 2184499 packs

44626 ton 48059 ton

, '


